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AprivaPay makes credit card transactions as easy as the push of a cell phone button and was
created for business owners who require the ability to accept credit card payments in the shop or
out in the field. This technology is a powerful cell phone version of the software used in traditional
credit card terminals. Your business customers can perform all the same functions including credit
card transactions and authorization right from their cell phones. Utilized in conjunction with a
portable printer and/or credit card reader, they have a very sophisticated, highly mobile and lessexpensive point of sale product.

FEATURES AND OPTIONS

CONVENIENT
With AprivaPay, no new cell phone is

SOFTWARE-BASED

required. Just a new way of thinking

AprivaPay is software that is easily downloaded to a cell phone. The software
turns a cell phone into a mini credit card transaction terminal that can
perform all the same functions as a traditional wireless terminal.

about how mobile businesses perform

BROWSER-BASED
Perform credit card transactions by accessing our mobile terminal website
with a cell phone. On the site, enter a username and password and input the
credit card information. No software downloading required, only a phone
with browser capabilities.

credit card transactions.

ABOUT APRIVA
Apriva leads the way in wireless
payment processing and secure mobile
communications. Our customers
benefit from fully-managed, end-toend security solutions that incorporate

LOW-COST ALTERNATIVE

hardware, software and network

Provide your business customers a great entry-level solution. Use an existing
cell phone and add an optional portable printer and/or credit card reader for
a fraction of the cost of a traditional wireless terminal.

infrastructure, and management tools.
That means businesses of all sizes
and government agencies use Apriva
technology to communicate with

ENCRYPTION, SECURITY AND PA-DSS
AprivaPay’s encryption and security have been independently verified to
meet or exceed all leading standards, including PA-DSS.

confidence — using the networks and
devices they favor.

SUPPORTS
CUSTOMER SERVICE/TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Apriva provides around-the-clock backup and technical support. We’re
available 24/7 to give your customers the support they need to be successful.
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